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About This Game

Monumental Failure is a historically (in)accurate physics-based monument construction simulator. The game empowers you to
recreate some of the world's most impressive architectural feats using incredible, and hard-to-believe, construction techniques.
From the great ring at Stonehenge, to the genius of the ancient Roman aqueduct, will you have what it takes to re-create these

feats of engineering?

DOZENS OF CHALLENGES
Build the monuments of ancient times in 70 unique levels spread across 7 unique worlds.

EASY TO PLAY
Simple controls and simple design make Monumental Failure approachable to both experienced gamers and novice players.

FUN TO FAIL
Light-hearted tone, absurd scenarios, and colourful characters ensure you’re happy even if you’re not winning.

SINGLE PLAYER CHALLENGE
Can you handle controlling an entire monument construction crew by yourself?

2-4 PLAYER SPLIT SCREEN COMPETITIVE MODE
Challenge your friends and show off your monument building prowess.

2-4 PLAYER LOCAL COOPERATIVE MODE
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Find out if working together makes monument construction easier, or failures more spectacular.

4-10 PLAYER TEAM COMPETITIVE MODE
Local versus challenge for teams of 2-4 players, up to 4 teams!

TEAM CUSTOMISATION
Players can select their team’s clothes colour and preferred headgear, because, who doesn’t like hats?

MONUMENTAL MUSIC
Original soundtrack highlights the civilisations featured in the game.
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Title: Monumental Failure
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Scary Wizard Games
Publisher:
Scary Wizard Games
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: SM3 512MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Playing in split-screen may require additional computing power.

English
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A solid and goofy co-op experience. As a student of ancient culture, I can safely say that this game is 100% historically
accurate.. REALLY FUN GAME. A lot of people around me don't appreciate it *cough* Sam *cough*, but overall a great
experience so far. 5\/7. Monumental failure is good for some good laughs among friends. Definitely a game to add to your local
multiplayer arsenal. Fun but very short, in 2.2 hours I've completed all the monuments (not perfectly but I don't see myself
coming back to improve the scores).
Also the physics is very broken, while placing a part on a perfectly horizontal plane, it would 'ignite' and fly to the moon with no
apparent reason.
It's a fun game especially on coop but very short content and no DLC, even 6 euros is too high imo.. really cool game, a kind of
Overcooked-like where you play all together to achieve a monument. Controls are a little bit hard but it's really enjoyable with
lot of differents situation ! Just too bad that the sounddesing and musics are not here cause it's like at its minimal.

lot of fun with your friend at the end to manage differents situations and see at the end how much did you fail :D. A solid and
goofy co-op experience. As a student of ancient culture, I can safely say that this game is 100% historically accurate.. This game
surprised me in so many ways. The trailer makes it out to be another silly-physics centric puzzle game; which it is... but the
hilarity and RAGGGGEEE that comes with working alongside someone else is AWESOME. This game is HYPE and a lot of
fun!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuKlSXPmbhg. This game surprised me in so many ways. The trailer makes it out to be
another silly-physics centric puzzle game; which it is... but the hilarity and RAGGGGEEE that comes with working alongside
someone else is AWESOME. This game is HYPE and a lot of fun!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=XuKlSXPmbhg. Hilarious and challenging little game where you can reshape history!
Learn the truth about how those famous monuments were built!!. This game is extremely goofy and wonderful. I love being able
to build no matter how shoddy the final result is. The coop is hilarious. A great party game. May or may not cure cancer.
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10\/10 would make a mess of Stonehenge again!
Watch my playthrough series here!!!
. -Make a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 pile of rocks, placed all over the place, and call it 7th wonder of the world
2000 years later

-Trampolines sure are the best way to transport rocks

-Aliens built pyramids confirmed, one of the workers there left to outer space

-Historically 100% accurate

-Realistic physics 5\/5

-Legends tell one of my workers is still walking in the endless desert.

10\/10 GOTY -IGN Would built the stonedhenge and aque-fixedwith-duct-tape again. Make a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ pile of rocks, placed
all over the place, and call it 7th wonder of the world 2000 years later

-Trampolines sure are the best way to transport rocks

-Aliens built pyramids confirmed, one of the workers there left to outer space

-Historically 100% accurate

-Realistic physics 5/5

-Legends tell one of my workers is still walking in the endless desert.

10/10 GOTY -IGN Would built the stonedhenge and aque-fixedwith-duct-tape again. I don't review games usually, but this
game is just so much fun\/frustration to play with someone couch co-op. I genuinely recommend this game.

The game mechanics are different from level to level so you need to learn on the fly, it's really challenging but is really
satisfying when you get it right!. Not bad - several moments made me laugh :)

I like that each level has lots of phases, but in another way I kind of wish it was possible to do smaller chunks. My favourite
game in this genre, such as it is, is the little crain that could. I felt that has nicer tasks and stuff, but the humour in this is pretty
nice in several places.

I think I'd've prefered the game if everything was unlocked from the start - I wanted to play a quick coop game with someone
and they wanted to try out one of the later areas, but we couldn't.

I wouldn't go out of my way to recommend this game to people, but I would happily chat with anyone else who had played it to
compare experiences. (I didn't have a bad time with the game at all, but I only recommend games I really like. Not
recommending != not liking). This game makes for a fun party(drinking) game!! I recommend.. Played 3 player co-op and it
was amazing! No spoilers, but those romans sure had some technology!
. A very unique game with a easy to learn, hard to master type of gameplay. For someone like me, I had a hard time getting my
hands to do what was required. Controlling 2 groups of people is quite a difficult task, one I wasn't quite prepared for.

I have to say, that I love the "star" system. Getting rewarded for doing better, unlocking new outfits and such. It's the small
things like this that make games so special.

I have some gamplay of this game on my channel if you are interested in a quick look.
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=v5-u8DRFaXM&feature=youtu.be. really cool game, a kind of Overcooked-like where
you play all together to achieve a monument. Controls are a little bit hard but it's really enjoyable with lot of differents situation
! Just too bad that the sounddesing and musics are not here cause it's like at its minimal.

lot of fun with your friend at the end to manage differents situations and see at the end how much did you fail :D. Monumental
failure feels like the right Mario Party games were assembled in a huge chaoticaly fun experience. It's the right game for playing
with children and adults alike in couch multiplayer sessions.

It is certain you will have a good laugth whenever you finish building a monument, if you are looking for to have crazy fun
times with your friends this is the right title!
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